INTRODUCTION
Until now, the basis on which was developed our general concept of the Efficiency in the Ordered Linear Spaces and its Applications, supplied by the Ordered Locally Convex Spaces, is represented about the vastness class of the Convex Cones introduced by Professor Isac in 1981, published in 1983, called by us and, officially recognized, as "Isac"s Cone" in 2009, after the acceptance of this last agreed denomination by Professor Isac. To Professor Isac is devoted this scientific research work.We think that it is not possible to obtain more than these results concerning the General Efficiency in the world of the separated Locally Convex Spaces.They represent the most development background. All the elements concerning the ordered topological vector spaces used here are in acordance with Nachbin, L., 1965 and Peressini, A., L., 1967 . The bibliography of this research work represents a synthesis of all the examined references.
GENERAL EFFICIENCY IN THE ORDERED VECTOR SPACES
Let  be any real or complex vector space with the origin element (Postolică,V., 2002 (Postolică,V., , 2008 . We say that 0 aA  is a 
KK 
The set of such as these points will be denoted by 
In all these cases, for the set
, with the natural projections for ( , ) MAX A K obtained by replacing the convex cone K with K  .When referring to the existence of the efficient points, the significant properties of the sets containing these points and the applications in the usual or extended contexts we mention, as a comprehensive bibliography, (Aubin, J.P., 1993; Benson, H. P., 1077 Benson, H. P., , 1979 Benson, H. P., ,1983 Borwein, J. M., 1977 Borwein, J. M., , 1983 Isac, G., 1981 , 1985 , 1998 ,2003 , Isac, G., Bahya, A. O., 2002 Isac, G., Postolică, V.,1989 , 1993 ,1995 , 1999 , 2001 , 2009 , 2014 , 2015 , 2016 Postolică, V.,1989 Postolică, V., , 1993 Postolică, V., , 1994 Postolică, V., , 1999 Postolică, V., , 2001 Postolică, V., , 2002 Postolică, V., , 2004 Postolică, V., , 2008 Postolică, V., , 2009 
. This completes the proof.
In a similar manner one proves that
under the same hypothesis and we conclude that 
. The study of the properties for these multifunctions, starting with their restrictions.
Thus, for example, if  is any linear topological vector space, the lower (upper) semicontinuity and the continuity of this map are important for the stability investigation in the optimization problems concerning the efficiency.
Let us consider the set   ( , , ) : :
The following theorem shows the immediate connection between the approximate efficiency and the strong optimization through the agency of the cone minimal (cone maximal) efficient points.
.
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Proof. In fact, we prove that
, so it is sufficient to show the first implication. Clearly,
. there exists
Remark 4.
It is obvious that we have always    
11
, , , , .
The previous theorem shows that, every time when there exists at least one strong cone minimum or cone maximum point, the set of all efficient points coincides with the set of all these points, respectively. This is important also for the numerical methods, because if there exist "strong efficient" points, then they are the only "vectorial efficient" points. Using this conclusion and the abstract construction given by us in (Postolică, V. 1991 (Postolică, V. , 1988 ) for the splines in the H -locally convex spaces introduced in (Precupanu, T., 1969) as separated locally convex spaces with any semi -norm satisfying the parallelogram law, linear topological spaces also studied with strictness in (Kramar, E.,1981) , it follows that the only best simultaneous and vectorial approximation for each element in the direct sum of any (closed) linear subspace and its orthogonal, with respect to a linear (continuous) operator between two arbitrary Hlocally convex spaces, is its spline function.We also note that it is possible to have  
and for each real number c one defines 0 1 ( ) : 
ISAC'S CONES AND THE EFFICIENCY
Initially, the next concept of convex cone named by its author nuclear, supernormal (Isac, G., 1980 (Isac, G., , 1981 (Isac, G., , 1983 (Isac, G., , 1985 for instance, Isac,G., 1980 Isac,G., ,1981 Isac,G., , 1983 Isac,G., , 1985 Isac,G., , 1994 Isac,G., , 1998 Isac,G., , 2003 
where  is the null vector in X . In this paper we will suppose that the space ( , ) X  , sometimes denoted by X , is a Hausdorff locally convex space. We recall that every non -empty subset K of X satisfying the following properties: 
, with the following properties :
(V 2 ) 12 ,
Therefore,  0 (x) is a base of neighborhoods for x and taking  ( ) { :
 is the locally convex topology generated by the family P . Obviously, the usual operations which induce the structure of linear space on X are continuous with respect to this topology. The corresponding topological space ( , ) X  is a Hausdorff locally convex space iff the family 
is the full nuclear cone associated to 
is the full nuclear cone associated to K,
In a real normed linear space ( , . ) E , 
. 
The hypothesis of the above theorem involves K to be pointed. Consequently, 
 was arbitrary chosen in P and X is a Hausdorff locally convex space, it follows that x= . In the next considerations, we offer significant examples and adequate remarks on Isac's cones with the mention that for the existence of the efficient points and important properties of the efficient points sets in separated locally convex spaces ordered by (weak) such as these convex cones, through the agency of the (weak) completeness instead of compactness, the reader is referred to ( Isac, G., 1981 ( Isac, G., , 1983 ( Isac, G., , 1985 ( Isac, G., , 1994 ( Isac, G., , 1998 Isac, G., Postolică, V., 1993; Postolică, V.,1993 Postolică, V., ,1994 Postolică, V., ,1995 Postolică, V., , 1999 Postolică, V., , 2001 Postolică, V., , 2002 Postolică, V., , 2009 
. H., 1994 and the references therein). Theorem 3. (Bahya, A. O., 1989). A convex and normal cone K in a Hausdorff locally convex space is supernormal if and only if every net of K weakly convergent to zero converges to zero in the locally convex topology.
Let us consider some pertinent examples which can be also found in (Postolică, V., 2014 (Postolică, V., , 2015 (Postolică, V., , 2016 given by: 
In every locally convex lattice which is a (L) -space the ordering cone is supernormal (see also Example 7 given by Isac, G. in 1994).

If we consider the space of all locally integrable functions on a locally compact space Y with respect to a Radon measure  endowed with the topology induced by the family of seminorms {p
If Z is any locally convex lattice ordered by an arbitrary convex cone K and Z * is its topological dual ordered by the corresponding dual cone K * , then the cone K is an Isac"s cone with respect to the locally convex topology defined on Z by the neighbourhood base at the origin {[-f, f]°} f .
In every regular vector space (E, K) (that is, the order dual E * separates the points of E) with the property that E = K -K, the convex cone K is supernormal with respect to the topology defined in the preceding example.
Any semicomplete cone in a Hausdorff
Remark 11. In the order complete vector lattice B([a, b]) of all bounded, real valued functions on a compact non -singleton interval [a, b] endowed with its usual norm the standard positive cone K = {uB([a, b]): u(t)
0 for all t ([a, b])} is normal but it has not a base, that is, it is not an Isac"s cone. However, this cone has non-empty interior. If we consider the linear space l 1 endowed with the separated locally convex topology generated by the family {p n :nN} of seminorms defined by
0 k x 
B B K  and it is K -closed if its conical extension BK  is closed, where K signifies the topological closure of K.
A synthesis concerning the existence and significant properties of the efficient points are given in the next theorem. Theorem 4. (Postolică, V., 1995 (Postolică, V., , 2008 
EFFICIENCY AND CHOQUET BOUNDARIES
The main connection between the general efficiency and the Potential Theory is briefly presented through the agency of the Choquet boundaries.
Definition 5.( Postolică,V.,2008) A real function
Obviously, every real increasing (decreasing) function defined on any linear space ordered by an CL  is a vector subspace whenever its closure CL  is a vector subspace. As we have already specified before Theorem 5, there exists more general conditions than compactness imposed upon a non-empty set A in a separated locally convex space ordered by a convex cone K ensuring that   ,. eff A K  Perhaps our coincidence result suggests a natural extension of the Choquet boundary at least in these cases. Anyhow, Theorem 5 represents an important link between the Vector Optimization, the Potential Theory, with their Applications and a new way for the study of the properties of the efficient points sets and the Choquet boundaries. Indeed, one of the main question in Potential Theory is to find the Choquet boundaries. This fact is relatively easy for particular cases but, in general, it is an unsolved problem. Since in a lot of cases the efficient points sets contain dense subsets which can be identified by adequate optimization methods, it is possible to determine the corresponding Choquet boundaries in all these situations. Consequently, our coincidence result has its practical consequences at first for the Axiomatic Theory of Potential and its applications. At the same time, by the above coincidence result, the Choquet boundaries offer important properties for the efficient points sets.We also note that, in general, there exist no any connection between Choquet"s boundary and Choquet"s Integral, probably thanks to the introductions of these concepts in different temporal moments. (Postolică, V., 1995) .
Corollary 5.1. (i) If for every
(ii)
T is a quasi -complete locally convex space, the closure K of K has the properties given in Moreover, following the definition of the approximate efficiency, the results given in Chapter 3 of (Isac, G., Postolică, V., 1993) and the conclusions obtained by (Postolică, V.,1981 (Postolică, V., ,1993 (Postolică, V., , 1998 , we have 
Finally, let us consider two numerical examples in which, following
Postolică,V., (1981) , Isac, G., Postolică, V.,(1993) and Postolică, V., (1998) 
We proved in (Postolică, V., 1981) that Moreover, we observed in the paragraph 3 of (Isac, G., Postolică, V., 1993 ) that any spline function S such as this is defined by Page 58 
X is a P -simultaneous strictly convex ( Isac, G., Postolică, V., 1993) H -locally convex space. Nevertheless, every element of c G is a P -b.v.a. for the origin while its corresponding set of the best simultaneous approximations with respect to P is empty. (Zimmermann, H., 2000) . Consequently, Pareto type efficiency is an important approximate criterion for evaluating the economic systems and the political policies, with minimum assumptions on the interpersonal comparability. We said "approximate criterion" because it asks "the ideal" which may not reflect, for example, the workings of real economics, thanks to the folowing restrictive assumptions necessary for the existence of Pareto efficient outcomes: the markets exist for all possible goods, being perfectly competitive and the transaction costs are negligible. In the political policies, not every Pareto efficient outcome is regarded as "desirable" (see, for instance, the strategies based on the unilateral benefits). For these reasons, Pareto optimality was accepted with some or much uncertainty and controversy, but, by Arrow"s renowned impossibility theorem given in 1951 according to which "no social preference ordering based on individual orderings only could satisfy a small set of very reasonable conditions"-the Pareto criterion being one of them, it remains "plausible and uncontroversial" (Rosencrantz, Holger, 2005) . Usually, the concept of efficiency replaces the notion of optimality in multiple criteria optimization because whenever the solutions of a multiple -objectives program exist in Pareto"sense, they cannot be improved following the ordering induced by the cone. Seemingly, the concept of efficiency is equivalent to the optimality but, in reality, the optimality represents a particular case of the efficiency, that is, "the best approximation" of all the efficient points. The next section is dedicated to the main kind of optimization problems in n R . We also notice that the finite dimensionality of the background space is essential in contrast with the general ordered vector spaces, since it controls the results at least thanks to the approximate numerical methods for the efficient points. As we mentioned in Remark 4, this result is also important for for the numerical methods since it says that, if there exist"strong optimal points", then these elements are the only "vectorial optimal points". 
PROJECTIONS IN VECTORIAL OPTIMIZATION
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
This research work can also be considered as a study in which the approximate solutions including those usual to vector optimization programs in ordered (topological) vector spaces are investigated. The listed properties of these solutions allow developments. Several new facts about the relationships between the approximate efficiency and the scalarized problems can be formulated. As we have specified , the family of Isac's cones represent the largest class of ordering cones in Hausdorff locally convex spaces ensuring the existence and the adequate properties of the general efficient points sets involved in optimization, following different completeness types instead of compactness. Consequently, one of the main goal of the next research is to identify new applications of Isac's cones and new links with other important classes of convex cones in separated locally convex spaces.
